To provide for safety in post-ceremony gatherings, graduates and guests are encouraged to meet at the designated areas shown on this map.

1. Anthropology / Classics / Philosophy / Religious Studies: The lawns between Beuth House and Memorial Chapel (south of Karp Hall)
2. English / Asian Studies: The lawns between Beuth House and Memorial Chapel (south of Karp Hall)
3. Modern Languages / Russian & East European Studies: The lawns between Beuth House and Memorial Chapel (south of Karp Hall)
4. Political Science / Latin American & Caribbean Studies: Rugby Field along South Lane
5. Sociology / Africana Studies: Rugby Field along South Lane
6. Economics: In front of Sorum House along Terrace Lane South
7. History / Gender Sexuality & Women's Studies / Science, Medicine, Technology & Culture: Terrace Wall Path near flag pole
8. Physics & Astronomy: Terrace Wall Path near flag pole
9. Computer Science: Terrace Wall Path near flag pole
10. Biology / Organizing Theme: West Beach
11. Chemistry / Biochemistry: West Beach
12. Psychology: West Beach
13. Neuroscience: West Beach
14. Geology / Environmental Studies: In front of Messa/Wold House along Terrace Lane North
15. Mathematics: In front of Messa/Wold House along Terrace Lane North
16. Electrical, Computer & Biomedical Engineering: Rugby Field along North Lane
17. Mechanical Engineering: Rugby Field along North Lane
18. Music / Theater & Dance / Visual Arts: Chester Arthur Plaza

RESTROOMS:
19. Nott Memorial basement
20. Memorial Chapel
21. Lippman Hall
22. Karp Hall
23. Reamer Campus Center